
N�a� India� Men�
139 South Road, Mid Sussex, United Kingdom

(+44)1444457527 - http://www.nizamindian.co.uk/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Nizam Indian from Mid Sussex. Currently, there are 16
dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What twa203 likes about Nizam Indian:
Decided on a Sunday curry lunch. Still unusual, for us at least, thus a treat. Service was excellent, food was

superb mixed platter followed by curries and sundries and really well priced….BYO a help here. read more. In
beautiful weather you can even eat in the outdoor area. What Krisz F doesn't like about Nizam Indian:

Decided to try this restaurant as we have never been. Pricelist indicated that this place is slightly on the pricier
side. If it reflects in the quality, we decided we would not mind as it was our wedding anniversary. But sadly, it

didn't live up to the expectations. My husband's portion contained 4-5 little pieces of chicken. I ordered the lamb
shank, which hasn't been cooked for long enough for the meat to fall off... read more. In the kitchen of Nizam

Indian in Mid Sussex, traditional courses are prepared with original Asian spices fine, The visitors of the
restaurant also consider the large variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the establishment offers. The

Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Nizam Indian. Anyone who finds the usual and generally
known dishes too boring can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination

of ingredients enjoy, With traditional Indian spices, meals are delicious and freshly prepared.
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Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

Cereal�
STARTER

Dinner Entrée�
LAMB SHANK

Coffe�
COFFEE

Picke� for Yo�
PILAU RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Beverag� an� Sid� Order�
SOFT DRINK

Sid� dishe�
PICKLES

NAN

India�
CHAI TEA MIXTURE

CHICKEN KORMA

ONION BHAJI

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
ONION

TRAVEL

CHICKEN

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 12:00-14:00 18:00-23:00
Tuesday 12:00-14:00 18:00-23:00
Wednesday 12:00-14:00 18:00-
23:00
Thursday 12:00-14:00 18:00-23:00
Friday 12:00-14:00 17:30-23:00
Saturday 12:00-14:00 17:30-23:00
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